Abstract. In order to accurately measure the gene expression levels in microarray experiments, it is crucial to design unique, highly specific and highly sensitive oligonucleotide probes for the identification of biological agents such as genes in a sample. Unique probes are difficult to obtain for closely related genes such as the known strains of HIV genes. The non-unique probe selection problem is to find one of the smallest probe set that is able to uniquely identify targets in a biological sample. This is an NP-hard problem. We present heuristic for finding near-minimal non-unique probe sets. Our method is a variant of the sequential forward selection algorithm, which used for feature subset selection in pattern recognition systems. The heuristic is guided by a probe set selection criterion which evaluates the efficiency and the effectiveness of a probe set in classifying targets genes as present or absent in a biological sample. Our methods outperformed all currently published greedy algorithms for this problem.
Introduction
Oligonucleotide microarrays are widely used tools, in molecular biology, providing a fast and cost-effective method for monitoring the expression of thousands of genes simultaneously [7] . In order to measure the expression level of a specific gene in a sample, one must design a microarray containing short strands of known DNA sequences of 8 to 30 bp, called oligonucleotide probes, which are complementary to the gene's segments, called targets. These targets, if present in the sample, should bind to their complementary probes by means of hybridization. The success of a microarray experiment depends on how well each probe hybridizes to its target under specified experimental conditions such as temperature and salt concentration. However, choosing good probes is a difficult task since different sequences have different hybridization characteristics.
A probe is unique, if it is designed to hybridize to a single target. However, due to hybridization errors, there is no guarantee that unique probes will hybridize to their intended targets only. Many parameters such as secondary structure, salt concentration, GC content, free energy and melting temperature also affect the hybridization quality of probes [7] , and their values must be carefully determined to design high quality probes. It is particularly difficult to design unique probes for closely related genes, given the probe length and melting temperature constraints. An alternative approach is to devise a method that can make use of non-unique probes, i.e. probes that are designed to hybridize to at least one target [7] . Also, a smaller probe set can be used with non-unique probes than can be with unique probes. Minimizing the number of probes in a microarray experiment is also a reasonable objective, since it is proportional to the cost of the experiment. The non-unique probe selection problem is to determine a smallest set of probes able to identify all targets present in a biological sample. This is an NP-hard problem [1] , for which several approaches have been proposed recently [2] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Schliep et al. [7] first introduced the non-unique probe selection problem and described a simple but fast greedy heuristic, which computes an approximate solution that guarantees s min -separation for pairs of small target groups. Klau et al. [1] proposed two ILP formulations for this problem, respectively for single targets and for target groups, then solved it using the ILP solver CPLEX on pre-reduced problem instances. They also proved that the non-unique probe selection problem is NP-hard. Meneses et al. [2] proposed a deterministic greedy heuristic, for single targets only, which first constructs an initial feasible solution through local search, and then applies a reduction method to further reduce this solution. Ragle et al. [6] developed an optimal cutting-plane ILP heuristic, for single targets only, to find optimal solutions within practical computational limits. Wang et al. [8] proposed deterministic greedy heuristics that select probes based on their ability to help satisfy the constraints. Recently, Wang et al. [9] combined the probe selection functions with evolutionary methods and produced results that are at least comparable to those obtained by the method of [6] , which is the best published approach for this problem.
Non-unique Probe Selection Problem
Given a target set, T = {t 1 , . . . , t m }, and probe set, P = {p 1 , . . . , p n }, an m × n target-probe incidence matrix H = [h ij ] is such that h ij = 1, if probe p j hybridizes to target t i , and h ij = 0 otherwise. Table 1 shows an example of a matrix with m = 4 targets and n = 6 probes. A probe p j separates two targets, Given a matrix H, the aim of the non-unique probe selection problem is to find a minimal probe set that determines the presence or absence of specified targets, and such that all constraints are satisfied. In Table 1 , if s min = c min = 1 and assuming that exactly one of t 1 , . . . , t 4 is in the sample, then the goal is to select a minimal set of probes that allows us to infer the presence or absence of a single target. In this case, a minimal solution is {p 1 Stated formally, given an m × n matrix H with a target set T = {t 1 , . . . , t m } and a probe set P = {p 1 , . . . , p n }, and a minimum coverage parameter c min , a minimum separation parameter s min and a parameter d max ≥ 1, the aim of the non-unique probe selection problem is to determine a subset P min = {q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q s } ⊆ P such that:
Each target t i ∈ T is c min -covered by some probes in P min . 3. Each target-pair (t i , t k ) ∈ T × T is s min -separated by some probes in P min . 4. Each pair of small groups of targets is s min -separated by some probes in P min .
This problem was proved to be NP-hard, in [1] , by performing a reduction from the set covering problem. It is NP-hard even for c min = 1 or s min = 1. The work of [1] formulated the non-unique probe selection problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem. Let C = {(i, k) | 1 ≤ i < k ≤ m} be the set of all combinations of target indices. Assign x j = 1 if probe p j is chosen and 0 otherwise. We have:
Subject to:
Function (1) minimizes the number of probes. The probe selection variables are binary-valued in Restriction (2) . Constraints (3) and (4) are the coverage and separation constraints, respectively. Note that Constraints (4) are for single targets only. As opposed to this, in [1] , another ILP formulation was proposed, which includes the separation constraints for small groups of targets. In this paper, we solve the ILP formulation, above, using a deterministic greedy heuristic based on a feature subset selection method used in pattern recognition. Note that one can easily check if the probes in the original set of candidate satisfy all the constraints. If not, then there are no feasible solutions. In this case, we can insert unique virtual probes in the original probe set only for those targets or targetpairs that are not c min -covered or s min -separated. This will ensure the existence of feasible solutions.
Probe Selection Functions
We want to select a minimum number of probes such that each target is c mincovered and each target-pair is s min -separated. Consider a target-probe incidence matrix, H, the parameters c min and s min , the initial feasible candidate set of probes, P = {p 1 , . . . , p n }, and the set of targets T = {t 1 , . . . , t m }. Let P ti be the set of probes hybridizing to target t i , and P t ik be the set of probes separating the target-pair t ik . A probe p ∈ P ti is an essential covering probe if and only if |P ti | = c min . In Table 1 , for instance, the probes in P t2 = {p 1 , p 3 , p 6 } are essential covering probes if c min = 3. Essential separating probes are defined similarly. Essential probes must be contained in any minimal solution; that is, removing any such probe will make the solution unfeasible. A redundant probe is the one for which a feasible solution remains feasible when the probe is removed. Note that a probe may be redundant for some candidate solutions but nonredundant for others. There is a degree of redundancy between probes such that highly redundant probes are in very few or no minimal solutions. Our approach associates with each probe and each probe set a degree of contribution to minimal solutions (or, degree of non-redundancy) [8] . This degree corresponds to the ability of a probe, or a probe set, to help satisfy all the constraint.
Coverage Function
We want to choose the minimum number of probes such that each target is c mincovered. Given H, the parameter c min , the probe set P = {p 1 , . . . , p n } and the target set T = {t 1 , . . . , t m }, we defined the function cov drc : P × T → [0, 1] in [8] as follows:
where, P ti is the set of probes hybridizing to target t i ; cov drc (p j , t i ) is the amount that p j contributes to satisfy the coverage constraint for target t i . For target t i , p j is likely to be redundant for a larger value of |P ti | and likely to be non-redundant for a smaller value of |P ti |. We defined the coverage function
in [8] as follows:
where T pj is the set of targets covered by p j . C drc (p j ) is the maximum amount that p j can contribute to satisfy the minimum coverage constraints. Table 2 shows the coverage function table produced from Table 1 . Function C drc favors the selection of probes that c min -cover targets t i that have the smallest subsets P ti ; these are the essential or near-essential covering probes. In Table 2 , for example, target t 2 has the minimal value |P t2 | = 3, and hence any probe that covers it can be selected first. In particular, function C drc guarantees the selection of near-essential covering probes that c min -cover dominated targets; t i dominates t k if P t k ⊂ P ti . In Table 2 , for example, t 3 dominates t 4 
Any c min -cover of the dominated target t k will also c min -cover all its dominant targets, and therefore, more targets are c min -covered. Probes covering the dominated target t k have larger cov drc values than probes covering its dominant targets t i , since |P t k | < |P ti |, and hence they will be selected first. We would also like to favor the selection of dominant probes; Table 2 , for instance, p 6 
Selecting dominant probes instead of dominated probes covers more targets. In the example, however, we have C drc (p 1 ) = C drc (p 6 ), and hence p 1 could be selected for target coverage rather than p 6 , depending on a particular order of the probes. On the other hand, p 6 dominates p 2 and C drc (p 6 ) > C drc (p 2 ), and hence p 6 will be selected first. To favor the selection of a dominant probe among dominated probes equal in value C drc , we penalize each probe p by an amount proportional to |T p |, as follows:
and probes that cover fewer targets are penalized more than probes that cover more targets. Table 2 shows the values of C dps for each probe.
Separation Function
We want to choose the minimum number of probes such that each target-pair is s min -separated. We defined the function sep drc : [8] as follows:
where, P t ik is the set of probes separating target-pair t ik ; sep drc (p j , t ik ) is what p j can contribute to satisfy the separation constraint for target-pair t ik . We defined the separation function S drc : P → [0, 1] in [8] as follows:
where T 2 pj is the set of target-pairs separated by p j . S drc (p j ) is the maximum amount that p j can contribute to satisfy the minimum separation constraints. The full separation function table can be found in [9] .
Function S drc also favors the selection of probes that s min -separate targetpairs t ik which have the smallest subsets P t ik and further favors the selection of near-essential separating probes that s min -separate dominated target pairs. To favor the selection of a dominant probe that has the same value, S drc , as some of its dominated probes, we penalize each probe p by an amount proportional to |T 2 p |, as follows:
and probes that separate fewer target-pairs are penalized more than probes that separate more target-pairs.
Selection Function
We want to select the minimum number of probes such that all coverage and separation constraints are satisfied; that is, we must select a probe according to its ability to help satisfy both coverage and separation constraints. In [8] , we combined functions C drc and S drc into a single probe selection function, D drc : P → [0, 1] as follows:
) or to separate as many target-pairs as possible (all target-pairs that dominate t ik ). This is the main greedy probe selection strategy in our heuristics in Section 5. In this paper, we use the following probe selection function, D dps : P → [0, 1]:
to favor the dominant probes among all probes that have equal values in D drc ; this is the secondary greedy selection principle. These two greedy principles together allow larger coverage and separation when using D dps than D drc in a greedy search method.
Subset Selection Criteria
Given the initial probe set, P = {p 1 , . . . , p n }, the sequential search algorithm, discussed in Section 5, greedily selects the best subset of probes among a collection, P ⊆ 2 P , of subsets; 2 P is the power set of P . In this section, we define the criteria required to decide which is the best subset to select. Let P 1...u = {q 1 , . . . , q u } ⊆ P be a probe set to be evaluated, where q j ∈ P , 1 ≤ j ≤ u and 1 ≤ u ≤ n, and P 1...0 = ∅. P 1...u c min -covers a target t i if at least c min probes in P 1...u cover t i . P 1...u s min -separates a target-pair t ik if at least s min probes in P 1...u separate t ik . Our aim is to select the subset P 1...u which c min -covers as many target as possible and s min -separates as many target-pairs as possible, or, which satisfies all the constraints with the least cardinality u.
Coverage Criterion
Given a collection P ⊆ 2 P , we want to choose the subset P 1...u ⊆ P such that each target is c min -covered by P 1...u . Given the matrix H, the parameter c min , the candidate probe set P = {p 1 , . . . , p n } and the target set T = {t 1 , . . . , t m }; to evaluate the ability of subset P 1...u to c min -cover T , we generalize the coverage function as follows:
where T P 1...u = T q1 ∪. . .∪T qu is the set of targets covered by P 1...u . C dps (P 1...u ) : 2 P → + is the maximum amount that P 1...u can contribute to satisfy the minimum coverage constraints. Table 3 shows an example of a subset coverage  table obtained from Table 1 , given five subsets. In the example, P ab means the subset {q a , q b }. We also show, for P 31 , the computation of Equation (13).
Clearly, C dps (P 1...u ) is maximal if C dps (q j ) is maximal for each q j ∈ P 1...u . Thus, for subsets of probes, function C dps favors the selection of those subsets that contain probes having the highest coverage values. For example in Table 2 , probes p 3 , p 4 and p 6 have the highest coverage values, and hence, subsets such as P 34 and P 36 have the best values. C dps indicates only how much a subset contributes in satisfying the coverage constraints, not how well the subset satisfies the coverage constraints. For instance, in the table, subsets P 31 and P 35 produce a tie, but P 31 should be preferred since it covers more targets. Also, between the two subsets, which attain the same value of C dps , the one that satisfies all coverage constraints (or, closer to satisfying all coverage constraints) should be preferred. We define the coverage criterion, F C dps : 2 P → + , as follows:
where, U P 1...u is the set of targets already c min -covered by P 1...u (probes need not be selected to cover such targets); P
1...u ti
is the set of probes in P 1...u that cover t i , and fea : 2 P → + defined as fea P
specifies how much the coverage constraint is satisfied on t i ; the sum equals (m − |U P 1...u |) c min when all coverage constraints are satisfied. Hence, the second term penalizes subsets that cover fewer targets and the third term penalizes subsets that satisfy fewer coverage constraints. F C dps is maximal when all three terms are maximal.
Separation Criterion
The derivation of the separation criterion is similar to that of coverage, except that we use terms and variables related to separation; such as, target-pair, s min , and so on, in the equations below. Given a collection P ⊆ 2 P , we want to choose the subset P 1...u ⊆ P such that each target-pair is s min -separated by P 1...u . Consider the matrix H, the parameter s min , the candidate probe set P = {p 1 , . . . , p n } and the target set T = {t 1 , . . . , t m }. Following the same reasoning as in Section 4.1, we obtain the following equations for separation:
where
qu is the set of target-pairs separated by P 1...u .
S dps (P 1...u ) : 2 P → + is the maximum amount that P 1...u can contribute to satisfy the minimum separation constraints. The separation criterion is given by:
where, U 2 P 1...u is the set of target-pairs already s min -separated by P 1...u (probes need not be selected to separate such target-pairs); P
1...u t ik
is the set of probes in P 1...u that separate t ik , and fea :
specifies how much the separation constraint is satisfied on t ik ; the sum equals
s min when all separation constraints are satisfied. Thus, the second term penalizes subsets that separate fewer target-pairs and the third term penalizes subsets that satisfy fewer separation constraints. F S dps is maximal when all three terms are maximal.
Selection Criterion
As in the selection function of Section 3.3, we combine both the coverage criterion and the separation criterion into a single subset selection criterion
which specifies the degree to which a subset of probes satisfies all constraints.
Sequential Forward Probe Selection Algorithm
In this section, a sub-optimal technique from pattern recognition is applied for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, to the non-unique probe selection problem. In particular, the well-known sequential forward selection (SFS) algorithm [5] , for feature subset selection, is adapted to find near-minimal feasible probe sets. Feature selection (FS) constitutes one of the two principal phases of pattern recognition system design, the other being the design of pattern classification stage which employs the selected features. The main goal of FS is to select a subset of d features from the given set of D measurements, d < D, without significantly degrading or with possibly improving the performance of the recognition system. Given a suitable criterion function for assessing the effectiveness of feature subsets to classify data, FS is reduced to a combinatorial search problem that finds an optimal subset based on the selected measure. The SFS is among the methods [3] [4] [5] proposed by researchers to avoid searching the feature space exhaustively. A microarray design experiment is a pattern recognition system where the measurements are provided by a biological sample and a target set (augmented with the set of all target-pairs, if non-unique probes are used), and where the classifier system is a probe set that classifies each target, or target-pair, as present or absent in the sample. However, with microarrays, the problem is to reduce the complexity of the classifier system (i.e., the size of the probe set) while still able to correctly classify each target and target-pair as present or absent in the biological sample. Here, the feature space representing the sample, which includes the targets and the target-pairs, is not subject to optimization.
We adapt the SFS to find a near minimal probe set as follows: the best probe set is constructed by adding, to the current non-feasible probe set, one probe at a time until we obtain a feasible probe set with the hope it has the least cardinality u. More specifically, to form the best feasible subset of probes, the starting point of the search is the empty set, P 1...0 , which is then successively built up. This is known as the bottom up approach. This method is generally sub-optimal since the best probe is always added to a working subset of probes, P 1...u . The sequential forward probe selection (SFPS) method (Algorithm 1) is based on the SFS algorithm. SFPS uses the F D dps function as the criterion for selecting the best subset among a collection of probe sets. The best probe, q + , to insert in a working subset, P 1...u , is the one that maximizes the criterion, F D dps , when it is included. SFPS terminates when P 1...u is feasible; which is then reduced to a near-minimal solution, P min , in Algorithm 2, by removing the redundant probes.
SFPS locally searches the power set, 2 P , of the probe set P . That is, at each subset selection step, the neighborhood of the working subset P 1...u ∈ 2 P is the collection P 1...
The subset to select is the one in P 
Algorithm 2. Reduction
Input:
if P red {p} is feasible for each q ∈ P del then P red ← P red {q}; end if Return P red .
Computational Experiments
We performed experiments to show the minimization ability of SFPS and that it outperform all the greedy methods currently published in literature for the nonunique probe selection problem. The programs were written in C and all tests ran on two Intel Xeon TM CPUs 3.60GHz with 3GB of RAM under Ubuntu 6.06 i386.
We conducted experiments on ten artificial data sets and three real data sets, that were kindly provided by Dr. Ragle and Dr. Pardalos [6] . These data sets were used in all previous studies mentioned in Section 1, except for HIV-1 and HIV-2 sets which were used only in [2] [6][8] [9] . Table 4 shows, in the second and third columns, the dimension |T | × |P | (number of targets × number of probes) of the incidence matrix for each set (M for Meiobenthos is the largest set). Column A is the number of required virtual probes inserted into P to maintain the feasibility of the initial probe sets P . Due to space constraints, we refer the readers to [1] [2] [7] for the full details on the construction of these data sets. All experiments were performed with parameters c min = 10 and s min = 5, as in all previous studies. Table 4 shows, for all data sets, the minimum sizes |P min | attained by the greedy methods, GrdS of [7] , GrdM of [2] , DRC and DPS of [8] , our SFPS 
where Heu is either GrdS, GrdM, DRC, DPS or ILP. A negative (positive) value of Imp means that a SFPS result is Imp% better (worse) than Heu result. Consequently, Imp is negative when SFPS returns a probe set smaller than P Heu min . Therefore, the smaller the value of Imp, the better is SFPS.
SFPS substantially outperformed all the other greedy methods in all instances. GrdS and GrdM use different local search methods to find probes that satisfy the constraint on each target and target-pair. They use no probe selection function and thus, they do not know which probes are good or bad to select. DRC and DPS use a local search method similar to that in GrdM, but are guided by probe selection functions to decide which probes are best to select or not. SFPS uses the probe selection function, D dps , of DPS but only to evaluate the effectiveness of each individual probe in a probe set. SFPF does not select the best probes, as in DPS, to construct a near minimal probe set; it uses the criterion F D dps to select the best subset from a collection of probe sets, as explained in Section 5. DPS locally searches the probe set P , where the neighborhood of a probe q ∈ P is the set of probes that cover the same targets and separate the same target-pairs as q. SFPS locally searches the power set 2 P ; which is more global than DPS search strategy. Therefore, as expected, SFPS performs better than DPS, DRC, GrdM and GrdS, due to its ability to assess the effectiveness of a probe set and its ability to search 2 P . Also, SFPS achieved a greater reduction on the M set than all the others methods, including ILP. The authors of [1] , first applied GrdS to reduce the initial probe sets (and to reduce the ILP running time), and then further optimized the reduced probe sets with ILP solver CPLEX (CPLEX is one of the leading mathematical programming software packages available and few heuristics, if any, are able to compete with its results). CPLEX was restricted to search only a small portion of the solution space, hence ILP was not aware of the full initial probe sets. SFPS had no such restriction. The improvements of SFPS over ILP are still quite small, but it implies that one could obtain better results than ILP, with better functions, than our D dps or F D dps , or with a better search method, than our SFPS method.
Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, the sequential forward search algorithm is applied for the first time to solve the non-unique probe selection problem. SFPS outperformed all the currently published greedy algorithms for non-unique probes and gave results close to the optimal search method of ILP. SFPS also suffers from the nesting effect of SFS; that is, a probe that was selected cannot be discarded later to correct a wrong decision, and hence, the solution tends to be sub-optimal. The main cause of the nesting effect is the use of a non-monotonic criterion such as our F D dps criterion. We are investigating sequential methods, such as the floating search methods of [5] , which reduces the nesting effect and cope with non-monotonic criterion functions.
